DIGITAL PRESENTATION EQUIPMENT

Room 145: Mounted Media Projector w/ Speakers and Control Box  
Resolution: WUXGA

Room 535: Mounted Media Projector w/ Speakers and Control Box  
Resolution: WXGA

Portable Media Projectors

MProj-1: Projector, DVD/VCR and Mounted Speakers – on tall rolling cart  
Best Use: Movie Setup in room 575, or Balcony. Resolution: XGA

MProj-2: Projector, DVD/VCR, Soundbar Speaker – in small rolling cabinet  

MProj-3: Projector – in over the shoulder soft case  
Best Use: Mixed Media w/out sound in rooms 55A, 135 and 509. A speaker may be added. Resolution: WXGA

MProj-4: NEC Media Projector  
Best Use: Backup Computer for rooms 145, 535 and 575. Resolution: XGA

MProj-5: Projector – in over the shoulder soft case  
Best Use: Only projector available for use outside of McCone Hall. Resolution: XGA

PRESENTATION COMPUTERS

iMac Laptop: in bag with power cable, HDMI and VGA Cables (with adapter) and pointer

iPad 2 - in bag with power cable
OTHER MEDIA EQUIPMENT

Television (27”), with VCR and DVD Players - on rolling cart
Overhead Projectors – stationed in department classrooms and available for checkout.
Slide Projectors – stationed in department classrooms and available for checkout (with 40 and 80 slot carousels).
The Singing Machine, Tape Player & Microphone

Projection Screens
2 stand alone projection screens 5’x7’
1 hanging 5’x7’ projection screen the Outdoor Cinema for balcony movies

PHOTOGRAPHY AND VIDEO EQUIPMENT

35mm Cameras
Canon Rebel EOS 350D (Digital SLR)
Olympus OM-4 (Film)

Video Recorders
JVC Everio
Panasonic AG-DVC7P

Other
Lietz Lighting Assembly Tripods